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（一）Beginning（起始段）
1. Definition（定义法）

概念词，as an influential factor for the people with different attitudes and experiences, has already been
critical in the modern society. It can be defined as ______; in other words, it means ______.

2. Question（问题法）

As the requirements on the society and individuals are becoming more and more demanding, Why.....has
turned to be a hot issue for the people in all societies, especially for our young people.

3. Comparison and Contrast（对比法）

When it comes to the issue of whether……，there has been a heated discussion among the general public
in our society. The majority of people argue that 对比点 is beneficial to the people from all walks of life.
Other people, however, hold that 对比点 is harmful and brings us a great burden and pressure. Contrary to
widely accepted views, I believe that……

4. Quotation（引语法）

A famous saying goes like this, “……” It is the same with 需表达词. Only by closely analyzing it can
we fully understand its implication, which leads to the key aspect for us to consider in examining what we
are concerned with.

5. Fact Statement（事实陈述法）

The past few years have witnessed a frantically increasing interest in 某一事实，especially for the
people under pressure in the competitive society. Some people even go so far to do something, which
means that ______. But as far as I am concerned, I would like to ……

6. View Statement（观点陈述法）

At the present stage, there exists a wide-spread view that_____ . But when asked about it, I don’t share
the belief. I would attach the emphasis on ______.

7. Description of a drawing（图片描述法）

As is revealed in the drawing above, we can see clearly that_____. This is a very touching and
thought-provoking picture, aiming at ______.

8. Description of a table/chart/graph（图表描述法）
From the above bar chart, the key findings taken from the survey are as follows: 揭示某一数据比较。
The several points compared on it calls for our attention.

（二）Supporting Ideas（拓展题）
1. Cause Interpretation（原因解说）

One may find fault with ……, but the real root of ……is _____, which can be attributed to the fact that ______.
As far as I am concerned, there are some reasons accounting for this phenomenon. It may result from or it may be caused by _____. Among all the reasons, one should be emphasized that ______.

2. Effect Interpretation（结果解说）

However important we may regard 某一事物 to be, there is no denying of the fact that ______.
Therefore, the great influence of …… can not be ignored or discounted by the people. It seems to give rise to _____ and bring about a considerable change in_____. Thereby, we should spare no efforts to address the impact on us.

3. Example Interpretation（举例解说）

It goes without saying that primary purpose of the topic lies in eulogizing the practice of ______. As a matter of fact, it is not rare to find in our everyday life deeds of similar nature. For instance, ______. Additionally, we can also give many stories about ______. Not to mention those moving cases of ______.

（三）Ending（结尾段）
1. Problem Solution（解决方案）

A. The situation is rather depressing because _____, and it is largely owing to ______. To solve the problem, I think that effective measures should be taken to put an end to this phenomenon. We need to endeavor to advocate ______. Strict regulations should be enacted and enforced to create a harmonious and orderly society. Only through the combined efforts can we eliminate this “tumor” forcefully and completely.

B. Therefore, in my opinion, it is already high time for the whole society to form a solid cooperation fighting against ______, because not a single person can be exempt from its harm. A series of down-to-earth measures need to be urgently implemented to control ______.

2. View-Conclusion（观点总结）
A. 某一方式 is a good way to express people’s expectation. It is also a feeling from deep heart that is beyond words and is difficult to obtain no matter how hard an individual is working. Therefore, I strongly advocate that ______. I’m sure our society will hence be more beautiful because of ______.

B. In my point of vies, we are in a prime time to curb the problem from deteriorating. The whole society should arrive at the consensus that ______. Besides, an awareness of ______ should be infused into everybody’s mind.

C. Obviously, the trend goes quite against the genuine and original purpose of our community. What I want to emphasize by the above analysis is that ______. Therefore, I strongly contend that ________.

D. Both sides are partly right. To analysis this issue to our satisfaction, we should take into consideration all relevant aspects so as to make the right decision. Therefore, my decision would be that ________.
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